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I love little
refinements that
create the most
dramatic results.
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Recognized as one of the
top cosmetic surgeons
by The New York Times,
Dr. Gordon is frequently
featured in numerous
major media outlets,
including Redbook, CBS,
Good Housekeeping, OK!
Magazine and Woman’s Day.

WHO I AM
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We smile and make the first
impression with our eyes;
the right treatment around
the eye area can rejuvenate
our look and our lives

Being named as a “Top Doctor”
by Castle Connolly, a “Top
Doctor” by Westchester
Magazine, a “Top Doctor”
by RealSelf as well as “Most
Compassionate Doctor” and
“Patient Choice” by Vitals

WHAT FASCINATES
ME MOST ABOUT
THE EYES
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MY SIGNATURE
PROCEDURE

Blepharoplasty combined
with the use of fillers and
lasers—this approach
takes years off a patient’s face
while maintaining a natural
appearance
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WHAT MOTIVATES ME

Seeing my patients happy—
there is no better reward
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MY CREDENTIALS
Medical Degree
Sackler School of Medicine,
Tel Aviv University

MY PROFESSIONAL
HONORS

Board Certification
American Board
of Ophthalmology

CONNECT
Visit the doctor’s gallery of
before-and-after photos at:
newbeauty.com/gordon
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Locations
New York, New York
Westchester, New York

MOST MEMORABLE
PATIENT REACTION

“You have lifted my eyelids
and my spirits! I haven’t looked
this good since my 20s!”

Phone
914.949.9200
CosmeticEyelids.com
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MY LATEST
ACCOMPLISHMENT

Combining ophthalmology
and eyelid surgery to develop
Drop N’ Lift™—a method
to instantly lift a drooping
eyelid with an eye drop

A FEW OF MY
SPECIALTIES…
Blepharoplasty
Aesthetic Eyelid / Facial
Fillers / Injectables:
Juvéderm® / Restylane®
Radiesse® / Belotero®
Juvéderm Voluma® / Botox®
Dysport® / Xeomin®

MY CONSERVATIVE
APPROACH

ward-winning

oculoplastic surgeon and board-certified ophthalmologist Dr. James R. Gordon
has more than 16 years of extensive experience in eyelid and facial rejuvenation.
Dr. Gordon has successfully performed thousands of cosmetic surgeries and is
dedicated to performing every procedure with the latest innovative technologies aimed
at enhancing each patient’s natural beauty. “I love to help my patients age gracefully
throughout all stages of their life,” he says. Dr. Gordon has been recognized in the
media for his expertise in eyelid surgery and minimally invasive techniques that
lift and rejuvenate the aging eyes, enabling patients to look and feel their best.

Less is more—I only
perform a procedure if I
truly believe I can achieve
outstanding results

Laser Skin Resurfacing
Platelet-Rich Plasma (PRP)
Microneedling
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Browlift
LASIK
Reconstructive
Eyelid / Brow Surgery

HOW I DEFINE
GREAT RESULTS

The best cosmetic procedure
goes unnoticed; you should
look refreshed, not different

Surgical Treatment of Eyelid
Tumors / Skin Cancer

Dr. Gordon also trains other
physicians around the world
on new technologies.
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